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Workplace Habits to Break
Habit 1: Winning too much

The need to win at all costs and in all situations – when it matters, when it doesn’t, when it is totally beside the point

Habit 2: Adding too much value

The overwhelming desire to add our pence to every discussion

Habit 3: Passing judgment

The need to rate others and impose our standards on them

Habit 4: Starting with “No”, “But”, “However”

The overuse of these negative qualifier that tells the other person that “I am right. You are wrong”

Habit 5: Speaking when angry

Using emotional volatility as a management tool

Habit 6: Negativity, or “let me explain why this won’t work”

The need to share our negative thoughts even when we are not asked

Habit 7: Withholding Information

The refusal to share information in order to maintain an advantage over others



Workplace Habits to Break (2)
Habit 8: Making excuses

The need to pass the blame for our annoying behaviour to others or circumstances beyond our control

Habit 9: Playing favourites

Failing to see that we are treating someone unfairly

Habit 10: Refusing to express regret

The inability to take responsibility for our actions, admit we are wrong, or recognise how our actions affect others

Habit 11: Not listening

The most passive-aggressive form of disrespect for colleagues

Habit 12: Passing the buck

The need to blame everyone but ourselves

Habit 13: Punishing the messenger

The misguided need to attack the innocent who are usually only trying to help us

Habit 14: An excessive need to be me

Boosting our faults as virtues simply because they are who we are



Feedback

▪ Helps us understand where we are, what we do well, and what we need to change

▪ If done properly, it can provide us with valuable information about ourselves, our behaviours, and our performance, which we 

could be oblivious to

▪ It is past-looking, and as such does not provide the How to change/improve, but again, gives us a good understanding (validated 

externally) of What we need to change

▪ Giving feedback might be difficult and awkward both for the Giver and the Receiver. Here are some rules on how to do this 

constructively, courteously, and effectively:

▪ For the Giver:

▪ Follow the “Evidence(Example) – Effect – Change/Continue” model

▪ Do not make judgments

▪ Do not make comparisons/offer solutions

▪ Ask yourself “Who do I give feedback for, me or the receiver”?

▪ For the Receiver:

▪ JUST LISTEN (sounds easier than done)

▪ Do not Interrupt, Judge, Argue, or offer Explanation

▪ At the end, say “Thank you”



Feedback (2)

Collecting Feedback on your own

1. Make a List of People’s Causal Remarks about You

Write down what other people (colleagues, friends, family) are saying about you

Observe with Judgment (Filter out noise from gems)

2. Turn the Sound Off

Pretend you are watching a film with the sound off

Observe people’s body language towards you, not what they say. It is an eye opener

3. Look homeward

Get feedback from the most trusted, well-meaning, genuine, and best-qualified source: Your spouse and children



Getting Better…the absolute Basics

1. Apologising

• It recognises that wrong has been made and signals your commitment to getting better

• It shows real leadership

2. Advertising

• Puts your struggles, your commitment, and your objective on other people’s radar

• Allows you to onboard them as your “feedback buddies” and regular check-ins

3. Listening

• A fundamental skill both on recognising the “problem”, getting effective feedback, feedforward, and progress updates

• Has a multiplier effect, as better listening shows respect, keeps your “mouth shut” for longer, allows you to take on board good ideas

• “The more you subsume your desire to shine, the more you will shine in the other person’s eyes”

4. Thanking

• A crucial feature of etiquette and being mannerly

• Creates closure in any potential explosive discussion



Feedforward

Step 1: Pick the one behaviour that you would like to change which would make a significant difference in your life

Step 2: Describe this behaviour to randomly selected fellow YDC members

Step 3: Ask for feedforward for TWO suggestions for the future that might help them achieve a positive change in 

their selected behaviour (only ideas for the future, not the past)

Step 4: Change roles, and ask the other person what they would like to change

Step 5: Provide feedforward – TWO suggestions – following the same Rules

Rules for feedforward requestor:

a. Listen attentively to the suggestions and make notes

b. Commenting (critiquing, make positive judgmental statements) on the suggestion is not allowed

c. Thank the other person for their suggestions

Bonus: By only allowing to say thank you makes you automatically a better listener, as you stop thinking how to respond to 
the other person and takes away the urge to interrupt and add your little bit to the conversation.



Habits: We all have Habits that have made us successful and Habits that might be holding us back for 

the next step in our careers/life plan

Which are These?

Feedback: A powerful tool to understand our “negative” Habits / Blind-Spots 

Seek feedback first from the people that matter the most to you / observe your own

Listening: Listen with Respect. Filter your responses by asking “Is it really worth it?” 

How do I Change?

Focus: Pick ONLY ONE Habit to break

Feedforward: Enrol your buddies in your transformation plan by asking them “How can I do better?”

Advertising: Keep a regular communication channel open to showcase your progress (and ups/downs) and ask 

for feedback on how you are doing so far

Key Take-Aways



Thank you
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